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SCUTIGERELLA IMMACULATA AND ITS RELATION TO FOREST NURSERIES AND

AN EXPERIMENT ON ITS CONTROL.

General Information

Scutigerella immaoulata, or garden centipede, or sym-

phylid was first reported as a pest to asparagus around Sac-

reimento in 1905. In 1921 its effects were first noticed in

Oregon where it was reported to attack all kinds of sprouting

seeds, being partial to peas and beans.

In the last few years, the effects of the garden centi

pede were noticed in forest nurseries in the Northwest, attack

ing Black Locust (Robinia pseudocacia), Russian olive (

), and Carregana (Caragana arborescens). It attacks the

seedlings in patches, varying in size from very small plots,

less than 1 foot in diameter, to patches 25 or 30 feet through.

These Dutches of seedlings wilt and some of them die. The

garden centipede is most harmful to nitrogen fixing plants,

mainly the legumes.

General Description and Life Cycle

The garden centipede is a centipede-like animal belonging

to the class Symphyla. They are delicate, soft-bodied animals

1/8 inch to 1/4 inch in length. Pure white in color except

when tinted by food in the alimentary tract, it then assumes

the shade of color of the recently eaten food. The mature

animal has twelve pairs of legs and each of the fourteen body

segments is equipped dorsally with a prominent chitenous plate

known as a scute. The garden centipede has no true eyes, but



has two many-jointed antenna or feelers, which are constantly

in motion when they move about. The mouth organs are of the

chewing type. From the last body segment there are two pointed

appendages known as cerci, and in the tip of each is a spinning

gland, with which they spin webs. These webs are caoable of

supporting their weight and are sometimes used as anchorages

in going down a steep incline.•

The garden centipede is primarily terrestrial in habits.

It is unable to burrow itself, but lives in earthworm burrows,

in natural crevices and openings left by decaying roots.

The optimum moisture for symphylids is about the same as

that for gardening and nursery work. As the soil dries on top

the garden centloedes move down until in late summer, they

are foind as deep as three feet, or more. With the advent of

cooler, moister weather they move up. They are also found in

decayed bogs and around manure piles. They favor soil rich

in humus.

Eggs are most numerous in Aoril and May, and under favor

able moisture conditions, hatch in a week or ten days. The

young are white, less than 1/16 inches in length, with ten dorsal

segments, 6 pair of legs, and 6 jointed antenna. In a period

of 10 days to two weeks, they molt 6 times, adding a segment

and a pair of legs at each molt. At the end of the sixth molt £• u,
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they are fully developed. They live from 9 to 12 months and ^^/o
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under artificial conditions with ootimum conditions have been ^ /if <^
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kept alive for 2 years. o >. ^
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Distribution and Natural Enemies v^o1

Scutegerella immaculata or the garden centipede is world



wide in distribution, being found in Africa, Europe, South

America, North America, and Hawaii, and as far north as 60 de

grees north latitude.

The population of the garden centipede is somewhat con

trolled by natural enemies which include a white, rapidly

moving gamasid mite, the true centipedes, Ethopoly xantiwood,

Oallus tigamis Chamberlain, and Taijuna occidentali.

Its Effect on Plants

The centipedes injure the plants by eating numerous holes

or pits into the stem or roots, usually just through the epid

ermis. The fine root hairs are destroyed, stunting the plants

not killed and killing most or a great majority of them. Those

stunted are very slow to mature and represent a loss to the

grower.

In nursery work the symphylld attacks the seedlings in

patches and all of the seedlings in the attacked patch are

rendered worthless.

Distribution

The symphylid is spread mainly by flood waters, but when

cultivated, is spread in the direction of the rows of cultivation.

'When left to themselves with no interference, they spread very

slowly and as a result, in uncultivated soil are not widely

distributed.

Previous Experiments

Some of the chemicals tried, with small success, are

syanamid, sulphate of amonia, calcium nitrate, nitrate of soda

and ammophos, crude naphalene. Various methods were used for all

of these chemicals but no success.

One of the methods tried in California was flooding the



infected field and keeping water on it for two or three weeks

at a time. The solid which had a foot of water or more on it

was thoroughly cleaned of symphylld, but that part of the soil

with less than a foot of water on it was not so successfully

cured and in the latter part of the next summer, began to show

up again.

The Experiment with Cynogas

I talked with Mr. Lang, the head of the greenhouse on

the Oregon State Campus, and he said he had had a great deal

of success with Synogas, which is the trade name of a cyanamid

preparation.

I went out to the Arboretum and talked with Mr. McDaniels,

of the Clark McNary Nursery, and he showed me where some symph-

yllds were abundant

METHOD

I examined an infected spot and found 3 symphyllds in an

area less than a foot square. They were about 6 inches>tin the

soil.

I dug two narrow trenches about 18 inches apart and two

feet long. They were about 12 inches deep. I put about 1/4

of a pound of Cynogas in these trenches, covered them with earth

even with the ground surface. I then layed a heavy burlap cloth

over the area and covered this with two inches of fine moist soil

and tamped it down. This was to keep the gas in the soil.

RESULTS

One week later I examined the area again and found several

live symnhylids in the area at various depths and no dead ones.

I think the reason for the failure of the experiment was the

rapid dissemination of the gas and the lack of concentration.



The successful experiment with Cynogas was in greenhouse

soil boxes" where it was kept comparatively tight by tight cloth

covers over the soil.
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